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Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any eight from Part-II and any two 
from Part-III. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 
 

Part- I 
Q1  Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 

 a) What do you mean by afterdamp? What is its composition?  
 b) What is Radon and what are its properties?  
 c) What is firedamp? Why this is given due important in coal mining?  
 d) What are the physiological effects of CO on human beings?  
 e) What are gas blower and gas outburst?  
 f) What is cooling tower?  
 g) What are the advantages of splitting of air current in underground mines?  
 h) Define NVP and motive column.  
 i) What is the difference between booster fan and auxiliary fan?  
 j) What instruments are required for conducting mine ventilation survey?  
    
  Part- II  

Q2  Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) Write down the standards of ventilation as per CMR-2017.  
 b) What do you mean by methane layering? How would you assess the stability of 

methane layering in underground coal mines? 
 

 c) What do you mean by cooling power of air? Briefly discuss the method for 
measurement of cooling power of mine air. 

 

 d) Discuss about the important psychrometric properties of air.  
 e) What measures you would take to reduce the humidity in hot and humid underground 

coal mines? 
 

 f) With a neat sketch discus the cross-measure borehole method of methane drainage in 
underground coal mines. 

 

 g) Derive the relationship for energy saving achieved due to installation of an evasee.  
 h) Discuss regarding the application of Kirchhoff’s laws in ventilation network analysis.  
 i) Quantity divider rule in parallel airways.  
 j) Drawing the fan characteristic curves of an axial-flow fan discuss its special 

characteristics over other fan. 
 

 k) Define the following terms and mention their significance: (i) Equivalent orifice of mine, 
(ii) Operating point of fan, (iii) Motive column. 

 

 l) Briefly discuss the important sources of heat in underground coal mines.  
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  Part-III  

  Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  
Q3 a) With the help of neat sketches discuss the different auxiliary ventilation systems used 

in long development headings. 
(10) 

 b) Discuss about the fan laws. (6) 
    

Q4  A horizontal underground mine gallery of 2.5 m × 3.5 m cross-section and 700 m long 
lying at a depth of 250 m is naturally ventilated by means of two vertical shafts of 5 m 

diameter each. The gallery contains a normal bend with deflection of 3
 radians and 

radius of curvature of 3 m. The temperature measurements in the shafts are as 
follows: 

Downcast shaft-top = 293 K, Downcast shaft-bottom = 296 K 
Upcast shaft-top = 303 K, Upcast shaft-bottom = 304 K 

The coefficient of friction k for the shafts is 0.005 Ns2m-4 and for the underground 
gallery 0.02 Ns2m-4. If the average barometric pressure in the shafts is 101.33 kPa, 
calculate the velocity of airflow in the gallery due to natural ventilation. Neglect the 
shock losses in the shafts. 

(16) 

    
Q5 a) A mine has three splits A, B, and C with each having resistance 0.1 Ns2/m8. The trunk 

roadways have a total resistance of 0.2 Ns2/m8. If the desired quantity in splits A and B 
are 25 m3/s and 15 m3/s respectively, workout the flow in split C when the surface fan 
generates a pressure of 700 Pa. What are the specifications of the flow control 
devices needed in splits A and B to satisfy these conditions? 

(10) 

 b) Differentiate between central and boundary ventilation systems. (6) 
    

Q6 a) Discuss the factors that you would consider for selecting a main mine ventilation fan. (10) 
 b) Write a short note on Pitot tube. (6) 
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